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Abstract
The Neural Arithmetic Logic Unit (NALU) is a neural network layer that can
learn exact arithmetic operations between the elements of a hidden state. The
goal of NALU is to learn perfect extrapolation, which requires learning the exact
underlying logic of an unknown arithmetic problem. Evaluating the performance
of the NALU is non-trivial as one arithmetic problem might have many solutions.
As a consequence, single-instance MSE has been used to evaluate and compare
performance between models. However, it can be hard to interpret what magnitude
of MSE represents a correct solution and models sensitivity to initialization. We
propose using a success-criterion to measure if and when a model converges.
Using a success-criterion we can summarize success-rate over many initialization
seeds and calculate confidence intervals. We contribute a generalized version of
the previous arithmetic benchmark to measure models sensitivity under different
conditions. This is, to our knowledge, the first extensive evaluation with respect to
convergence of the NALU and its sub-units. Using a success-criterion to summarize
4800 experiments we find that consistently learning arithmetic extrapolation is
challenging, in particular for multiplication. 1
1 Introduction
When using neural networks to learn simple arithmetic problems, such as counting, multiplication,
or comparison they systematically fail to extrapolate onto unseen ranges [Lake and Baroni, 2018,
Suzgun et al., 2019, Trask et al., 2018]. The absence of inductive bias makes it difficult for neural
networks to extrapolate well on arithmetic tasks as they lack the underlying logic to represent the
required operations.
A recently proposed model, called NALU [Trask et al., 2018], attempts to solve the problem of arith-
metic extrapolation. However, for arithmetic extrapolation there are no broadly accepted guidelines
for evaluating model performance. As a result, single-instance MSE is used for comparison.
As exact extrapolation requires correctly solving a logical problem we advocate that the performance
metrics of interest should be: 1) has it learned the underlying logic, 2) how often does it learn the
correct solution, and 3) how fast does it converge?
Motivated by these questions we propose using a success-criterion to determine if the underlying
logic has been learned. We measure success-rate and provide a binomial confidence interval by
initializing and training the NALU over multiple seeds. For each seed, we use the first iteration that
satisfy the success-criterion to measure when the model has succeeded. As the success-criterion is
based on an MSE divergence from an optimal solution it can be generalized to any model.
Finally, we propose and report a sparsity measurement for models that satisfy the success-criterion.
Sparsity of the parameters has previously been emphasized as important for a correct solution [Trask
et al., 2018].
1code for experiments is publicly available at: https://github.com/AndreasMadsen/stable-nalu.
Science meets Engineering of Deep Learning at 33rd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems
(NeurIPS 2019), Vancouver, Canada.
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Figure 1: Shows success-rate given different dataset parameters and the models hidden-size using the
multiplication operation. Means are over 50 different seeds, with 95% confidence intervals.
2 Related work
Kalchbrenner et al. [2016], Zaremba and Sutskever [2014], Kaiser and Sutskever [2016], Freivalds
and Liepins [2017] solves integer arithmetic operations as a classification task and reports exact
match accuracy. Using accuracy is useful for well-defined classification tasks, but is hard to use for
real number regression problems. Our criterion mimics exact match by defining an MSE -threshold.
3 Simple Function Learning Tasks
The “Simple Function Learning Tasks” is a synthetic dataset that tests arithmetic extrapolation. The
problem is defined as summing two random subsets of x ∈ Rd followed by an arithmetic operation
◦ ∈ {+,−,×,÷} on these sums. Extrapolation can be tested by modifying the sampling range of x.
Algorithm 1 Dataset sampling algorithm. Default values are specified for input-size (d), subset-ratio
(s), and overlap-ratio (o). Default interpolation range is [1, 2] and default extrapolation range is [2, 6].
1: function DATASET(OP(·, ·) : Operation, R : Range, d = 100, s = 0.25, o = 0.5)
2: x← UNIFORM(Rlower, Rupper, i) . Sample d elements uniformly
3: k← UNIFORM(0, 1− 2s− o) . Sample offset. Same for interpolation and extrapolation.
4: a← SUM(x[dk : d(k + s)]) . Create sum a from a subset of length s · d
5: b← SUM(x[d(k + s− o) : d(k + 2s− 0)]) . Create sum b from a subset of length s · d
6: t← OP(a, b) . Perform operation on a and b
7: return x, t
Solving the task on extrapolation requires learning the underlying logic of arithmetic operations from
the training range. As logic is discrete, a solution to the problem is either correct or wrong.
To evaluate a solution we propose comparing the MSE, of the entire testset, to the MSE of a nearly-
perfect solution on the extrapolation range. The nearly-perfect solution is defined as performing the
operation perfectly, but allowing a small error in the sum-of-subsets (line 4 and 5 in Algorithm 1).
This threshold can be simulated with 1N
∑N
i=1(Op(W

1,:xi,W

2,:xi)−ti)2 forN = 1000000, where
W =W∗±  and W∗ is the perfect W required to compute the optimal solution. We set  = 10−5.
Using a success-criterion has the advantage of being more interpretable, models that failed to converge
will not obscure the mean, and as the number of successes will follow a binomial distribution we can
calculate a confidence interval [Wilson, 1927].
With a success-criterion we can evaluate when a model succeeds. Since this metric cannot be negative,
we model the confidence interval with a gamma distribution and report a 95% confidence intervals of
the mean, by using maximum likelihood profiling.
Finally, the parameters of the NALU are argued to be “biased to be close to -1, 0, -1” [Trask et al.,
2018]. We propose to measure a sparsity error of the NALU parameters with maximin(|Wi|, |1−
|Wi||). As the sparsity error is between [0, 0.5] we use a modified beta distribution with support in
[0, 0.5] and report a 95% confidence interval of the mean, by using maximum likelihood profiling.
2
The choice of gamma and beta distribution may not be perfect. However, a normal distribution would
be problematic when the mean is close to the bounds, as it will have a large probability mass outside
of the support bounds and thus provide inaccurate confidence intervals.
4 Results
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Figure 2: Shows success-rate, when models converged, and sparsity error for the multiplication
operation. Means are over 50 seeds. We provide experimental details in Appendix A.
Table 1: Shows success-rate, when models converged, and sparsity error. Means are over 100 seeds.
Op Model Success Rate Solved at Sparsity error
NAC• 31% +10%−8% 3.0 · 106 +2.9·10
5
−2.4·105 5.8 · 10−4 +4.8·10
−4
−2.6·10−4× NALU 0% +4%−0% — —
NAC• 0% +4%−0% — —/ NALU 0% +4%−0% — —
NAC+ 100%
+0%
−4% 4.9 · 105 +5.2·10
4
−4.5·104 2.3 · 10−1 +6.5·10
−3
−6.5·10−3
Linear 100% +0%−4% 6.3 · 104 +2.5·10
3
−3.3·103 2.5 · 10−1 +3.6·10
−4
−3.6·10−4+
NALU 14% +8%−5% 1.6 · 106 +3.8·10
5
−3.3·105 1.7 · 10−1 +2.7·10
−2
−2.5·10−2
NAC+ 100%
+0%
−4% 3.7 · 105 +3.8·10
4
−3.8·104 2.3 · 10−1 +5.4·10
−3
−5.4·10−3
Linear 7% +7%−4% 1.4 · 106 +7.0·10
5
−6.1·105 1.8 · 10−1 +7.2·10
−2
−5.8·10−2−
NALU 14% +8%−5% 1.9 · 106 +4.4·10
5
−4.5·105 2.1 · 10−1 +2.2·10
−2
−2.2·10−2
5 Conclusion
We provide the most extensive study of the Neural Arithmetic Logic Unit to date using a generalized
version of the “Simple Function Learning Tasks”. Our study, through varying task complexities,
evaluates the NALUs ability to learn the logic of arithmetic operations.
To evaluate performance on solving arithmetic operations we define a new success-criterion that
approximates an exact match. With a success-criterion we measure how often a model successfully
solve the problem given different initailization seeds, a binomial confidence interval, and at what
iteration the model satisfy the criterion. Our results find that the NALU and its sub-units can require
many trials to learn. In particularly for multiplication and division. Furthermore, we find that for
subtraction and addition the solution is not always sparse.
Our results are not different from the original results, but highlights the importance of also discussing
a models sensitivity to initialization. We hope that future research will consider using success-rates
as a comparison for the performance of arithmetic units.
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A Experimental details
A.1 NALU definition
The Neural Arithmetic Logic Unit (NALU) consists of two sub-units; the NAC+ and NAC•. The
sub-units represent either the {+,−} or the {×,÷} operations. The NALU then assumes that either
NAC+ or NAC• will be selected exclusively, using a sigmoid gating-mechanism.
The NAC+ and NAC• are defined accordingly,
Wh`,h`−1 = tanh(Wˆh`,h`−1)σ(Mˆh`,h`−1) (1)
NAC+ : zh` =
H`−1∑
h`−1=1
Wh`,h`−1zh`−1 (2)
NAC• : zh` = exp
 H`−1∑
h`−1=1
Wh`,h`−1 log(|zh`−1 |+ )
 (3)
where Wˆ, Mˆ ∈ RH`×H`−1 are weight matrices and zh`−1 is the input. The matrices are combined
using a tanh-sigmoid transformation to bias the parameters towards a {−1, 0, 1} solution. Having
{−1, 0, 1} allows NAC+ to perform exact {+,−} operations between elements of a vector. The
NAC• uses an exponential-log transformation to create the {×,÷} operations (within  precision).
The NALU combines these units with a gating mechanism z = g  NAC+ + (1 − g)  NAC•
given g = σ(Gx). Thus allowing NALU to decide between all of the {+,−,×,÷} operations using
backpropagation.
A.2 Model definitions and setup
Models are defined in table 2 and are all optimized with Adam optimization [Kingma and Ba, 2014]
using default parameters, and trained over 5 · 106 iterations. Training takes about 6 hours on a single
CPU core (8-Core Intel Xeon E5-2665 2.4GHz). We run 4800 experiments on a HPC cluster.
The training dataset is continuously sampled from the interpolation range where a different seed is
used for each experiment, all experiments use a mini-batch size of 128 observations, a fixed validation
dataset with 1 · 104 observations sampled from the interpolation range, and a fixed test dataset with
1 · 104 observations sampled from the extrapolation range.
We evaluate each metric every 1000 iterations on the test set that uses the extrapolation range, and
choose the best iteration based on the validation dataset that uses the interpolation range.
For figure 2, the following extrapolation ranges were used: U[−2,−1]→ U[−6,−2],
U[−2, 2]→ U[−6,−2] ∪U[2, 6], U[0, 1]→ U[1, 5], U[0.1, 0.2]→ U[0.2, 2], U[1, 2]→ U[2, 6],
U[10, 20]→ U[20, 40].
Table 2: Model definitions
Model Layer 1 Layer 2
NAC• NAC+ NAC•
NAC+ NAC+ NAC+
NALU NALU NALU
Linear Linear Linear
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